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Evidenced based information to optimize health.



❖ Health & hearing loss: why does it matter?

❖ Research review: nutrition and hearing loss

❖ How to implement into a practice

OBJECTIVES



MEET RICK



❖ Frustrated?

❖ Lonely?

❖ That there isn’t much they can do?

HOW MIGHT THOSE WITH HEARING LOSS BE FEELING?



The reported effects of hearing loss include:

• Emotional reactions: loneliness, isolation, depression, anxiety, or 
frustration.

• Behavioral reactions: blaming, withdrawing, or bluffing

• Cognitive reactions: confusion, distracting thoughts, decreased self-
esteem, and communication disorders. 

EMOTIONAL CONNECTION



Losing hope in their health and connection to the world 
will accelerate aging, depression, and isolation. 

WHY DOES IT MATTER?



NUTRITION CONNECTION
Together, we can arm 

patients with education and 
tools to continue a fulfilling 

life full of vibrancy and 
connection.



NUTRITION & HEARING

What’s the connection?



NUTRITION CONNECTION



NUTRITION CONNECTION



NUTRITION CONNECTION

Hearing ability also relies on: 

• Healthy cardiovascular system for blood flow

• Healthy brain function and nervous system for signal transmission

• Healthy respiratory system for oxygen delivery

Hearing is an orchestra of systems working together!



THE BODY’S MACHINERY



NUTRITION CONNECTION

Nutrition is the science of nutrients in food with respect to the 
maintenance, growth, reproduction, health and disease of organisms. 

(1)



NUTRITION CONNECTION

Optimal nutrition provides the basic requirements for 
physiological function. 



NUTRITION CONNECTION

Estimated that 31% of the U.S. population have one or 
more vitamin deficiency



YOUR ABILITY TO INTERACT WITH LIFE DEPENDS ON YOUR BODY’S HEALTH

Should we settle for suboptimal?






NUTRITION & HEARING:
WHAT DOES THE SCIENCE SAY?



NUTRITION CONNECTION



NUTRITION CONNECTION

Nutritional factors can affect a variety of diseases, such as 
hearing loss, in humans.  

Nutritional factors could help the first step for the prevention 
and potential repair of hearing damage before it can reach 
an irreversible state. 



NUTRITION CONNECTION



NUTRITION CONNECTION

2,366 participants
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Healthy Eating Index



NUTRITION CONNECTION

Results
There was a statistically significant negative relationship in which higher 
(healthier) fruit intake, vegetable intake, dairy intake and variety were 
related to lower (better) hearing thresholds.



NUTRITION CONNECTION

Conclusion
Audiologists do not routinely provide guidance that healthy eating 
strategies might help preserve auditory function over the lifespan.

A significant relationship between dietary nutrient intake and 
susceptibility to acquired hearing loss is emerging.



NUTRITION CONNECTION

Don’t have all the answers on specific nutrients.  

Limitations to studies: 

1. The effect of any single nutrient may be too small to detect

2. It is difficult to draw conclusions regarding individual nutrients when 
significant relationships are detected for multiple nutrients

3. There are interactions between nutrients, both functionally and 
biochemically



NUTRITION CONNECTION

Nutrients that impact system functions:
➔ Omega 3 Fatty Acids

➔ Vitamins 

➔ Minerals

➔ Antioxidants



OMEGA 3 FATTY ACIDS

DHA constitutes more than 30% of the 
total phospholipid composition of plasma 
membranes in the brain and activate 
pathways to make brain-derived 
neurotrophic factor (BDNF).

Crucial for neuronal excitability and 
synaptic function. 





POTASSIUM

Levels of potassium are particularly crucial in the inner ear

Fluid rich in potassium plays a central role in converting sounds into 
signals that the nervous system recognizes. 



POTASSIUM

3 Groups: low, medium, high potassium intake

1975 participants in each group 

Results: higher potassium intake, lower hearing thresholds.



MAGNESIUM



MAGNESIUM

300 young, healthy, and normal-hearing recruits - 2 months military 
training. 

Repeated exposures to high levels of impulse noises while using ear 
plugs. 

Each received daily 167 mg magnesium aspartate or a placebo.

Results: Noise induced permanent threshold shifts was significantly more 
frequent and more severe in the placebo group than in the magnesium 
group, especially in bilateral damages.



FOLIC ACID

26 elderly Nigerian men and women above 60 years old who had no 
known medical conditions. 

The main finding of the study was that low serum levels of folic acid 
were significantly associated with high-frequency hearing loss in the 
elderly. 



FOLIC ACID

"Based on our research, age-related hearing loss may be associated 
with poor micronutrient status. 

The role of folate in cellular metabolism, the nervous system, and 
vascular function are important for the auditory system,"

- Akeem Olawale Lasisi, MBChB, FWACS, FMCORL.



FREE RADICALS & ANTIOXIDANTS

One of the factors associated with age-related change is free 
radical formation. Free radical formation in the inner ear is a key 
mechanism for HL



FREE RADICALS & ANTIOXIDANTS

Causes of Free Radical Production:

● Poor diet

● Loud noises

● Smoking

● Exposure to chemicals



FREE RADICALS & ANTIOXIDANTS

Recent research has shown the 
essential role of reduced blood flow 
and free radical formation in the 
cochlea in noise-induced hearing loss 
(NIHL)



FREE RADICALS AND ANTIOXIDANTS



FREE RADICALS AND ANTIOXIDANTS

2592 participants aged 20–69 y from NHANES 2001–2004.

➢ Beta carotene
➢ Vitamin C
➢ Vitamin E

Work synergistically with magnesium



FREE RADICALS AND ANTIOXIDANTS

Summary of Using Antioxidants in NIHL

● There is compelling evidence for a role of free radicals in NIHL and 
noise-induced sensory cell death. 

● The ability of a variety of antioxidant agents to attenuate noise-induced 
hearing deficits and sensory cell loss is clear. 

● Preclinical translational studies have confirmed the safety of multiple 
antioxidant agents.

● Thus, it is time to invest in human clinical trials to evaluate antioxidant 
prevention of NIHL in man. 



FREE RADICALS AND ANTIOXIDANTS

Summary of Using Antioxidants in NIHL:

Animal experiments have shown that pretreatment with β-carotene 
and/or vitamins C and E reduced noise-induced formation of free 
radicals, hearing loss, and sensory cell pathology in the inner ear 
consistent with a preventive or therapeutic role in hearing loss. 



IN PRACTICE APPLICATION

Beta - Carotene Vitamin C Magnesium



IN PRACTICE APPLICATION

What about supplements?
➢ Multi-vitamin / B complex

➢ Omega 3

➢ Turmeric/Curcumin



IN PRACTICE APPLICATION
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IN-PRACTICE APPLICATION

Want to support your patients’ whole body health?

Health and nutrition materials available soon!

Gina Worful, MS, RD
gworful@gmail.com
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